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[57] ABSTRACT

A row of disk drive slider blanks with magneto-resistive

read sensors are lapped after being mounted on the flat

surface of a row carrier used to mount the row assembly on

a row bending tool. Residual stresses present in the row due
to wafer processing are relieved by removing the kerf areas

between the slider blanks prior to lapping to prevent the

stresses from causing inaccuracies in the lapping process.

The stability of sliders below 30% can be enhanced by using

wafers thicker than is required and then slicing the extra

material from the row of slider blanks after it has been

bonded to the row carrier either before or after the lapping

process.

18 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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ROW CARRIER FOR PRECISION LAPPING
OF DISK DRIVE HEADS AND FOR
HANDLING OF HEADS DURING THE

SLIDER FAB OPERATION
5

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a row carrier that is used

for handling the heads during lapping of disk drive heads

and is also used for handling the beads throughout the slider

fabrication operation. A row of heads is bonded to the row
10

carrier, which is, in rum, bonded to a row tool used on

lapping machines. Due to the decrease in the overall dimen-

sions of the advanced technology hard disk heads, there has

be a long-standing need for better handing of the heads

during the slider fabrication operation since direct handling
15

of the heads can lead to significant yield losses. Heretofore,

automated handling has not provided the improvement
required for the slider fabrication operation. The row carrier

has special importance during the lapping operation since it

provides the opportunity to "dice" the heads prior to stripe
20

height lapping. As the requirements for stripe height, crown,

twist, PTO (pole tip recession), surface roughness, and

cavity depth increase, there has been a long-standing need

for improved lapping equipment and processes. The present

row carrier permits "single-slider" lapping at the row level
25

by dicing the rows prior to lapping. Lapping at the row level

can increase the stresses in the row so that when the row is

diced into individual heads, the head twist and the crown of

the head change. This slight amount of twist and crown
change is unacceptable after dicing for the emerging

30

advanced heads being used in the hard disk drives. These

emerging advanced heads will be in full production by 1999.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The magnetic devices used to read and write data from the

media on a hard disk are called sliders or heads. The
previous generation of heads used a single inductive head

for both the reading and writing, but such technology could

not provide the necessary performance improvements for ^
higher capacity hard disks in high volume production.

Winchester style sliders having thin film, magneto-

resistive (MR), giant magneto-resistive (GMR), spin valve,

or other types are now being used in magnetic hard disk

storage systems to read information magnetically encoded in 45

the magnetic media of the hard disk, with MR elements

being the most popular. GMR heads are emerging quickly.

A magnetic field extending from magnetic media caused by
the spinning of the disk directly modulates the resistivity of

the MR element. The change in resistance of the MR 50

element normally is detected by passing a sense current

through the MR element and then measuring the changes in

voltage across the MR element. The resulting signal is used

to recover the digital magnetically encoded information.

Read/write heads are produced by forming the separate 55

read and write elements on a ceramic wafer in a deposition

process somewhat similar to that used in the semiconductor

industry. The wafer is cut into rows and the slider surfaces

are then machined and lapped for proper magnetic and flying

height characteristics as described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,607, 60

340 and 5,620,356 both by Lackey et al. Tolerances are in

the millionths of an inch and are getting tighter as areal

densities (the storage bits per unit area) increase. The top

surface of the wafer eventually becomes the back surface

(trailing end) of the slider, perpendicular to the slider surface 65

(air bearing surface) of the head that forms an air bearing

with the media. The electrical resistance of the magneto-

resistive material changes when a magnetic field sweeps
there through. Normally, a MR head includes a MR stripe

having upper and lower sides parallel to the spinning disk

media, and conductors that overlay the ends of the stripe at

right angles thereto. The conductors define the ends of the

stripe and provide the electrical path for the sense current

that is used to read the bits of magnetically information. The
bits are recorded on the magnetic media by a separate

inductive element. The inductive element is formed on the

back surface of the head during the wafer process spaced

from the MR element.

The change in resistance in a MR element occurs because

the magnetic field causes the impedance vector of the

material to rotate from a pure resistance, which has the effect

of changing the resistance portion of the impedance vector.

The effect in the present generation MR elements results in

a maximum change in resistance, from 2 to 10%. In the next

generations of multi-layer elements, each provide significant

improvement, that is the newly available giant MR elements

produce a AR of about 10 to 30% and the planned colossus

MR elements are expected to produce a AR of over 30%.
The more an MR element changes its resistance when
exposed to a magnetic field, the smaller the MR sensor

element can be, allowing narrower tracks and smaller mag-
netized areas, so that more data can be stored per unit area

of magnetic media.

The signal to noise ratio of a MR element varies with ratio

between the resistance, R of the stripe and the change in

resistance, AR, of the element when subjected to the sweep-

ing magnetic field. The thickness and to a lesser extent, the

composition of a stripe are difficult to precisely control

during the wafer fabrication process and therefore a preci-

sion lapping process that removes material from the flying

surface of the slider is used to trim the height of the stripe

to obtain maximum signal to noise ratio. If the stripe is too

tall, the resistance is to low with respect to AR and the

voltage variations due to passing magnetic fields are too low,

while if the stripe is too short, the resistance is too high, and

the voltage variations due to passing magnetic fields again

are too low. In the next generation of heads for drives with

even higher areal densities (number of bits per square inch)

requiring smaller MR elements, stripe height control to

maximize signal output will become ever more critical,

requiring lapping to magnetic performance and control on

the order of a millionth of an inch. In addition, the stripe

height lap and a final crown lap need to be combined since

stripe height is reduced by the final crown lap.

MR elements are constructed by laying down thin stripes

ofMR material using wafer fabrication techniques similar to

those developed in the semiconductor industry. The wafer is

then sliced so that the MR stripes are positioned adjacent

what will become the slider air bearing surface along what
will become the trailing or back edge of the slider. T\vo

conductors are formed over each end of the stripes so that

the changing resistances due to magnetic fields impinging

therein can be measured by a sensing current fed there

across.

The most common control approach for lapping uses

magneto-resistive electrical lapping guides (MR ELGs) that

are formed at intervals along each row of MR elements.

Generally MR ELGs are long MR elements with separate

connections to the control systems for the lapping machines.

In order to find the proper relationship between the stripe

height and the measured resistance, it is necessary to cal-

culate the "sheet resistance" of the MR element by finding

the sheet resistance of the surroundingMR ELGs. There are

many circuit designs for performing this type of calibration

of the sheet resistance.
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Unfortunately, the resistivity of the MR film varies over kinking of the row during bending in the lapping operation,

each wafer and more particularly over the length of a row of The result is a wide variation in stripe heights across the row
elements on the wafer. Therefore, the resistivity of MR after the lapping operation. This variation in stripe height
elements distant from a MR ELG and the MR ELG may be affects ultimate process yields as MR elements get smaller,
different, creating an electrical offset error from head to head 5 a rcsult> MR sensors can not be properly lapped with high
and from MR element and the MR ERG. Also, feedback yiclds at thc ^ dosc tolcranccs ncedcd whcn slidcrs
from a MR ELG which is physically offset from the MR below 50% (>2X)5 mm lengthxl.6 mm widthx0.43 mm
element whose height it is trying to control creates a ^ tfaat ^ 5Q% of aQ earl ^^ staodafd ofAm
physical offset error. Tins may seem minor, but if the mm x ^2 mm widthxo.86 mm thick, are constructed,
distance between a MR ELG and the MR element whose ift A . . VA _ . . n \ .

4
, . . . „. . rtM - . , , . , 10 Also, such sliders present such a small surface opposite the
he.ght its is controlling ,s 0.008 inches and the deseed

surface t0 be lapped^ they^ dijg^ t0 moJ to a row
control a 1 rmcroinch thts is a ratio of 1 to 8,000. Some data ^ ^ ^ ^
scatter is also attnbutable to imprecise formation of the MR „ . F .. ... .

stripes
or attemPts t0 correct for ceramic bar or slider bar

Jr^* , 4 . f ... . . , . , distortion are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5.117,539 andOne solution for vanations m sheet resistivity and stripe 1; c .M1in c , c ^ Afx T1 '
^

. * . « . ,

7
4 . t

15 5,203,119, 5,607,340, and 5,607,340. However, none are
variations suggested in the past was to measure the resis- .7 „ / r' . / \ .

'

r wd i . u u* • u • * * j j. • totally satisfactory, when extraordinary care is not used in
UnceofanMRclementas^he.ghtisbemgtnmmeddunng

the £afer t0 minimiJ residual stresses
the lapping operation. With prior technology, direct mea- — c \ .

* jl • * j , •

,

a l i_ i • ii li Therefore, a long standing need has existed to provide an
surement has been only marginally acceptable. Since the *. j «i_ j. v *j i * c
xrn , . ' - - a i apparatus and method to rebeve residual stresses in a row ofMR elements are microscopic, there is often a large error ,n ,.j , .

4 , 4 , 4 ,

. . j i i • • • i> j , . 4 ™ 20 shders and to accurately mount it on a row bending appa-
between actual stnpe height and measured resistance. There . t..wn . • . - ». , f ..*/
„, „ „. ,

. „ o tU » . u * .u j r *u ratusso that MR sensor stnpe height on a plurality of sliders
also is a blurring of the contact between the ends of the . At_ « ,K v « j ± • ; • i
\MTt -i . j *i, . . c * , . . m the row can be accurately controlled during lapping byMR element and the conductors. Since the MR element is 4 , . 4l_

J
• , -

shon this blurring becomes a significant percentag. Sec,- ™ °<^-
rate MR ELGs are typically 10 to 20 tunes longer than the „ . . , , t „

MR element, which minimizes this "blurring" error. Also, to . ^c
u
rc h

J
as

J
bccn a long-sUnoing need for handling the

sense the resistance of MR elements directly requires elec-
^aual heads during the slider fabrication operation. The

triad connections and disk drive manufacturers typically do
bondings the row during lappmg is just one of a plurality

not want wire bonding marks that result from the bonded
<>f b°n

u
dmg and operations. As the row and the

connections nor probe card marks, present on the MR « ^
eads b&co™ mor

^
f™&lc

>
^ere is a yield loss

element bond pads, because such can adversely affect the
du^8

f

ach bo
?
dm8 md **°«^ operationl After the row

reliabiUty of new wire bonds or pressure connections when
J

5 bonded 10 ^ ro^ earner after slicing, the row carrier

pressure contact pads are employed.
becomes more fragile, there is a yield loss

Current fabrication techniques cannot maintain the
during each bondmg and debonding operate

needed control of sheet resistance so the width of the stripe 3S BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
is critical to get the optimal response from the MR element, Wheo rows Qf slidcrs ue cut fr0m the wafer, some
which is a function of element resistance and AR resistance residual stresses from the manufacturing processes are
due to the impingement of a magnetic field. Therefore, a always present causing curvature from bottom to top, but
lapping operation of the slider air bearing surface has been

little side to side curvature because the row is wider than tall,

used to adjust the width of the MR strip to an accuracy of 40 m me present invention, the under surface of a row of MR
several millionths of an inch with processes, machines, and sensor sliders is bonded to a flat surface (preferably optically
devices such as shown and described in U.S. Pat. Nos. flat) of a elongate row carrier having an opposite and parallel

5,607340 and 5,620,356, both by Lackey et al. surface for bonding to a row bending apparatus. The row
During head production, batch fabrication is employed carriers may be made from ceramic, steel or other physically

whereby a plurality of transducers are sliced from a ceramic 45 stable materials that are compatible with other process steps,

wafer in a row and bonded onto a row bending tool for stripe Ceramic row carriers are relatively easy to manufacture with
height lapping. Row bending tools are commonly con- precisely formed surfaces and are preferred because the
structed from ceramic or steel in a configuration of flexures thermal expansion coefficient of ceramic can be matched to
that allow forces applied to a row bending tool to deform the the thermal expansion coefficient of the wafer material,

attached row in up to a fourth order curve in a single plane. 50 However, steel is preferred when movement between adja-

During the manufacture of the sliders, this allows a plurality cent sliders is desired and the brittleness of ceramic prevents
ofMR transducers to have their stripe height to be precisely such movement. The row carrier is chosen to be as stiff or
lapped to achieve a desired stripe height at which optimum stiffer than the row, usually by having fore to aft and top to

data signal processing can be realized. The stripe height of bottom thickness so bonding tends to straighten the row of
all the transducers made during a production run for use with 55 sliders. However, at the extreme accuracy that slider heads
a data storage product must be maintained within a defined now require, the slight bending of the ceramic carrier caused
limited tolerance. by the initial stresses induced by the row of sliders and
The process steps performed on the wafer generate changing stresses as the row of sliders is lapped, can

residual stresses, which can cause the rows to bend when introduce error. Therefore, once the row of sliders is bonded
they are sliced away from the rest of the wafer, a condition 60 to the carrier, the row may be diced (usually by sawing with

known as "row bow". Although the level of stress can be a fine saw) to separate all of the shders. If the row is diced,

reduced through care in the wafer fabrication process, it can this further reduces stresses that can develop to undesirably

not be eliminated. Also some manufacturers have processes deform the carrier to such an extent that down to 5% sliders

where reduction of residual stress is not stressed as much as can be properly lapped using available technology. If row
others. Although a curved row theoretically can be straight- 65 bending apparatus are to be used, the saw cuts only extend

ened for lapping by bonding it to a row bending tool, the into the carrier far enough to assure mat all shders are

stresses are not always uniform across a row, resulting in separated from each other. When apparatus that applies

02/24/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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pressure to individual heads is used, the saw cuts preferably FIG. 2 is an enlarged detailed view of a portion of a bar

extend almost through the carrier or it is cut almost com- of sliders taken generally from the area 2—2 of FIG. 1;

pletely through in advance By lapping the sliders individu- FIG. 3 is an enlarged perspective view of a completed
ally after dicing, the residual stresses are removed much

slider-
better that if not diced before lapping. 5 ' .

.

The row carrier becomes a carrier for the row for handling
"G- 4 * an

L
enIarSed Perspective view of a slightly

purposes so that individual sliders do not need to be directly
different slider showing areas of the wafer bar removed

handled. during the fabrication process;

When a row is lapped without dicing, the residual stresses FIG. 5 is an enlarged side elevation view of a slider,

remain in the row. After dicing the sliders can twist, which 10
aerodynamicaUy flying over the magnetic media of a hard

could cause the slider to be rejected unless another lapping disk also showing the magnetic fields extending from the

operation is performed. This operation, called a touch or disk which are read by the slider;

crown lap, while removing the twist and other lapping FIG. 6 is a side elevation view of a row of sliders attached
problems, causes the stripe height (and its magnetic to a prior ^ row bending tool;
performance) to be degraded to an unacceptable level. Also, „ ™ _

i j •>,,., • c r
when lapping the row (without dicing on the row carrier) the

15 7* a° cnlarg°d adc cleva*oaal ™w of a row °f

row bending equipment used for dynamic row bending can
shdcrs sbowf* a exaggerated possible curvature that

put stresses into the row during the bending to correct for the
can occur aftcr ±c row has bccn sliccd fro[n the wafer of

row bow. FIG. 1;

The fore to aft dimension of a slider row is determined by FIG. 8 is an enlarged side elevational view of the row of

the thickness of the wafer. Wafers become so thin that stress
20 sliders of FIG. 7 after it has been bonded to a flat surface of

inducing fabrication steps cause them to bend like a "potato a carrier;

chip" after being debonded from the wafer carriers. FIG. 9 is an enlarged side elevational view of the row of

In the present invention, thicker wafers may be used so sliders and row carrier of FIG. 8 after the row of sliders have

that the fore to aft dimensions of the sliders are larger than ^ been diced into individual sliders;

needed. Then, once the row of sliders is bonded to the row FIG. 10 is a partial cross-sectional of a perspective view
earner, the extra material can be separated from the row of of FIG, 9;

sliders by dicing me row parallel to the surface thereof on piG. 11 is a side elevation view of the sliders and row
w^icn tne mk sensors are lormed. The extra material carrier attached to a row bending tool;
remaining on the row carrier can be retained to stabilize the „ rt

• .. , . A .

- v—x-

j
> .
—.' . . T* t 30 FIG. 12 is a partial cross-sectional perspective view

row or sliders during lapping or it can be ground away to .
t * J* r * j j • j *y

- u t i w p rf VR 3 rg—;
:

—

l similar to FIG. 10 or a row earner and row designed for
allow lapping of just the slider surface . After lapping pas . , v , . 4

.
^

'

* u' i^rrr —-—:"• i-
• — * mdividualized shder stnpe height control;

established the proper stnpe height of the MR sensors in a r °^ 9

row, the sliders can be retained on the row carrier for further
FIG * 13 15 a Sldc elevation view of a slider, showing the

batch process steps or the sliders can be debonded therefrom curvature that some manufacturers desire;

for further individual process steps. FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional elevational view through the

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to reduce row carrier of FIG. 12 attached to an apparatus for applying

the residual stresses in a row of hard disk drive sliders with different lapping pressures to each slider;

MR sensors f6_rmed_thereon . so that accurate lapping of the FIG. 15 is an enlarged cross-sectional elevational view

stripe height of the MR sensors can be accomplished for ^ similar to FIG. 14 showing the fingers of the apparatus of

small sliders, either by row bending or individualized pres- FIG. 14 displacing two sliders at a time; and

sure applied to the sliders . FIG. 16 is a side elevational view showing one method of

Another object is to allow the batch manufacture of MR aligning a row of sliders with a row carrier,

sensor containing hard disk drive sliders in sizes less than

30%. 45
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SHOWN

Another object is to provide means for accurately lapping
EMBODIMENTS

MR sensor sliders and holding the sliders for further process In the Figures that follow, the invention is illustrated, but
steps. the scale and form of the components are not always exact.

Another object is to reduce the handling required to Referring to the drawings more particularly by reference

fabricate MR sensor sliders, and thereby reduce electrostatic 50 numbers, number 30 in FIG. 1 refers to a ceramic wafer,

discharge damage thereto. such as those used in forming magneto-resistive (MR)
Another object is to mechanically stabilize MR sensor sensors 32 from MR thin films and electro-magnetic writing

sliders during lapping operations. heads 34 on disk drive sliders 36, as shown in FIG. 2.

Another object is to provide a convenient handling jig and FIG. 2 is a portion of a row 37 of sensors 32 and writing

method for automated inspection and for automated mea- 55 heads 34 as they are formed on the wafer 30 and cut

surement since most of the present automated inspection and therefrom. The row 37 includes a plurality of what will be

automated measurement have complex and expensive han- disk drive sliders 36, as shown in HCiii. 3 and 4, separated

dling mechanism for single-slider processing, which is by kerf areas 38, which are removed during sawing oToicing

eliminated with the present row carrier. of a finished row 37 to separate the sliders 367 The_MR
These and other objects and advantages of the present 60 sensors& cannot be tormed and placed withthe exactitude

invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art required for high performance ajstTdrives . Therefore the

after considering the following detailed specification, flying or sliaer sunace 40Jis.laPj>ed untjllhe MR sensors 32

together with the accompanying drawings wherein: nave optimum electrical characteristics. Typically, the

~™^™™™ ™ „ „, progress of the lapping process is monitored with electrical

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65 lapping guides (ELOsT 42 positioned at spaced intends

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a prior art wafer used to construct gjgggJhe^w_lZ-jn-the-kerf-areas 38. To obtain high

disk drive sliders; accuracy, ELGs 42 are ten to twenty times wider than the

02/24/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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MR elements 43. Due to the small size of each MR element sensors 32 for disk drive sliders 36 starts with elements 43
43 and the inability of present processes to maintain a having initial heights, Hi, that are too large. A diamond

constant sheet resistance across a wafer 30, there may be a lapping process then is used to lap away the surface 40 of a

large error between actual stripe height and measured resis- row 37, while ELGs 42 with MR elements 64 of the same

tance. There is also a "blurring" of the contact between the 5 material and thickness as the MR elements 43, are used to

ends of the MR elements 43 and their conductors. Since the electrically monitor the lapping process as the surface 40 is

MR element 43 is short, this blurring can becomes a bcin8 bpp«i in the direction of arrow 66 to assure that

significant percentage of the total resistance, which is to be uscful MR sensors 32 are produced each having final heights

measured. By making the MR ELG 42 ten to twenty times tyin an acceptable range. The acceptable range is becoming

longer than the MR element 43, this blurring error is 10 smaller continuously. The MR element 43 so formed acts as

minimized. a vafiable impedance when impinged upon by a magnetic

As aforesaid, the resistivity of the MR film forming the ^ *
. . . _ „ Mn

elements 43 typically changes over the length of a row 37 on Processes m US
-^ Nos. 5,607,340

a wafer 30 and therefore, the resistivity of an MR element
*°d

f'
6
,
20

'
3^™ two °

tf.«?
ore 42 formed °D 8 roW

43 and a MR ELG 42 spaced at a distance therefrom may be is 37 of about 20 shders, which are all lapped at the same time

different, creating ofiset errors from slider 36 to slider 36.
bonding the slider row 37 on a row bending tool 70, as

Offset errors are also created by imperfections in the pho- s^ow° m PfG -
6 The slider row 37, with its MR elements

tolithographic process used to position the MR sensors 32 43
f*
6 elements 64, is lapped while the lapping process

and ELGs 42 on the wafer 30. Feedback from a MR ELG 42,
15 monitored by the ELGs 42. The row bending tool 70 is

which is physically offset and out of alignment with the 20 held by two mounting holes 72 and 74 while its face 76 and

device it is trying to control creates an offset error. This may mc row 37 thcrcto m beDt mt0 t0 foiirth ordcr

seem minor, but if the distance between an ELG 42 and the
cur*es m

r
thc vertical plane parallel to the

;
tool 70 by

MR sensor 32 is 0.008 inches and the desired control is 1
forces

r
to be

L
ndmS connections 78, 80, and 82. As

microinch, this is a ratio of 1 to 8,000.
me tolerances MR elements 43 get tighter, the

- . ... r At* c.u i-j ,.,25 curvature of the row 37 caused by the process steps at the
FIG. 3 shows the slider surface 40 of the slider 36, which *

. , - .
t ,

' ™ " *ZT ™ wafer staBe > causes inaccuracies that can not be accommo-
is the surface that is lapped to.form the MR sensor 32.

daled by^ tool 70
Normally MR sensors 32 are formed just under the rear ¥ . .

surface 46 of the slider 36 by first laying down the MR In th
«

/

rese« mention, a straight ceramic or steel row

j it, r ** u a "ia i *u earner 84 with a rectilinear cross-section and preferably an
sensor 32 and then forming the write head 34 on layers there t . n „ 4 r a, , „ . r ao •

T-uj«nf*u • rtr* i 30 optically flat surface 86 and a parallel surface 88 is con-
over. The details of the rear surface 46 shown in FIG. 2 are

r j .
f

.

u _ %u * i in I 4i -i i | , Ag. structed. Suitable matenals for the row earner 84 include
shown with protective layers 47 both on the back surface 46 A , A . , At_ , .,10.,-,
cut awav

ceramic, steel, or other matenals that have suitable flexibil-

A\ , , ^ . . ,
ity and thermal expansion characteristics. Generally the

FIG 4 shows a modified shder 36 . The ceramic material
materfal of thc row cmkr 84 should bc rclativcly stiff and

normally removed to form the slider 36' is shown in dotted
35 havc a temperature expansion coefficient similar to that of

outline. After a rough lap or grinding operation to remove me wafer 30 from ^ich the ^ 3? is constructed. As
excess material left at slicing on the row 37, generally the shown m nG 8> me under surface 90 of me row 37 ^
layer 48 is lapped away as the lapping progress is monitored borjded to me flat surface 86 with^ ^ t0 be lapped
by the ELGs 42 (FIG. 2). Then material at the kerf areas 38, generally parallel to the surface 86. Although the row carrier
the leading edge wedges 50, and a slot 52 is milled away, ^ 84 is may be physically larger and stiffer than the row 37,
such as by ion milling. The slot 52 may be the length of the wheQ dealing m microincheSj bonding a row 37 that is
shder 36' or just a portion thereof as shown in slider 36 of curved because of residual stxesses t0^ row carrier 84 can
FIG 3. When properly manufactured, a slider 36 will

caiise some deflection of me row and row carrier assembly
aerodynamically fly just over the surface 54 of the disk 56 n This deflection is shown as causing a smooth curve in
of a disk dnve, as shown m FIG. 5 The relative movement

45 FIG 8> howcver prior art data lhat ^
of the disk 56 with aspect to the head 36 is shown by the

dictable^ are present Therefore, once tbe a^bly 92
arrow 58. The wnte head 34 magnetizes small areas of the ^ forinedj me kerf areas 38 are diced away ^ shown ^
disk 56, which produce a pattern of magnetic fields 60. FIG. 9, the removal of material may extend through the
When the magnetic fields 60 pass through the MR element bonding agent 94 and into the row carrier 84. This greatly
43, the electrical resistance thereof is reduced. The reduction

5Q relieves the residual stresses and aUows tfae a^bly n t0
in resistance is sensed by passing a sense current through the return t0 a flatQess> suitable for { { slideK 36 down to
MR element 43 and momtonng the voltage changes created s% sliders Xo aUow such kerf area removaly the ELGs^
tnereoy. ^ used, are formed on empty real estate at the rear surface

MR elements 43 are thin film devices. Since the manu- 46 of two or more sliders 36 in the row 37.

facturing process for such thin films cannot be precisely 55 FIG. 10 is a partial cross-sectional view of the assembly
controlled, the thickness and the bulk characteristics of the 92 0f FIG. 9 showing the material 96 added to the wafer 30
element 43 cannot be precisely controlled at the wafer level. to form the electrically operative portions of the sliders 36
In order to find the proper relationship between tbe stripe and thc original width of the wafer 30 (arrow 98). Since
height and the measured resistance, it is necessary to cal- SuC)ers 36 sized below 30% have very little surface 48 to lap,
culate the "sheet resistance" of the MR element 43 by 60 the surface 48 may become unstable during lapping. Also the
finding the sheet resistance of the adjacent MR ELGs 42. very thin wafers 30 needed to make below 30% sliders 36
There are many circuits for performing this type of calibra- are difficult to process. Therefore, the sliders 36 of the
tion of the sheet resistance known in the prior art. present invention are usually constructed from wafers 30
The relationship between the overall resistance, R, of the thicker than they need to be to provide sufficient length to

MR element 43 and the change in resistance, AR, is critical 65 the sliders 36. As can be seen, the extra thickness or waste

to obtaining a MR sensor 32 with an acceptably high 100 is sliced apart from the sliders 36 by the parting area

signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the process of making MR 102, but may be retained on the row carrier 84 to help
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stabilize the row of sliders 36 during the lapping process.

Usually process steps are saved if the waste 100 is diced at

the same time that the kerf areas 38 are removed. Since the

kerf areas 38 are removed before the lapping process, the

ELGs 42 are formed adjacent the MR sensors 32 on the

sliders 36 in the material 96, or MR elements 43 may be used

with the proper stimulation and measurement techniques.

The assembly 92, with the sliders 36 and the waste blocks

100, each bonded to separate surfaces 103 and 104 of the

surface 86, is then bonded to the face 76 of a row bending

toot 70, and the lapping process is performed, while differ-

ences in MR element resistance are accommodated by

bending the row 37 during lapping so the MR element

resistance of the MR sensor of each slider 36 falls within an

optimum range.

As the demands for precision continue, some processes

can not make MR elements precise enough to be controlla-

bly lapped using the fourth order curve bending technology

discussed above. The present invention can accommodate
control of much smaller groups of sliders in the row or even

control of the lapping of individual sliders as shown in

FIGS. 12, 13, and 14.

FIG. 12 is a partial cross-sectional view of a modified

assembly 92' with the extra thickness or waste 100 at least

partly ground away after it is sliced apart from the sliders 36
by the parting area 102. This allows material 120 to be

removed from the slider 36 quickly during the lapping

process so that the slider can be formed with a slightly

curved slider surface 40. If the waste 100 is not removed,

then longer lapping time can be expected. In the assembly

96', the row carrier 84' preferably is constructed from steel

or other material that is not brittle like ceramic. As shown in

FIG. 12, the removal of material extends almost completely

through the row carrier 84', which also may be thinner than

row carrier 86. This relieves the residual stresses and allows

the sliders 36 in the assembly 92' to be moved individually,

since the remaining areas of the row carrier 84' act like

flexures. The slots 122 can also be formed in advance wider

than the spacing between the diced sliders 36, although then

some longitudinal alignment is required to align the slots

122 with the kerf areas 38.

The assembly 92f

is then bonded to the fingers 124 of a

lapping pressure applying fixture 126. Generally each of the

fingers 124 are attached to a voice coil which levers them to

apply more or less pressure when the row 37 is being lapped.

This method requires a control device (either an ELG or the

MR element itself) on each slider or small group of sliders

when two or more sliders are attached to each finger 124, to

be sensed during the lapping process. The lapping process is

performed, while differences in MR element resistance are

accommodated by bending the row carrier 84' during lap-

ping so the MR element resistance of the MR sensor 32 of

each slider 36 falls within an optimum range. The displace-

ment between fingers 122 is just a Lew millionths of an inch, 55

so the flexures 126 need not accommodate much travel. As
shown in FIG. 15, each finger 126 may force more than one

slider 36 into the proper lapping position or remove lapping

force while an adjacent pair of sliders 36 are still being

lapped on the lapping plate 128, only portions of which are

shown.

FIG. 16 illustrates a possible alignment method for the

row 37 on the row carrier 92 f

to assure parallel alignment

there between when they are bonded together, the surface

134 that was the under surface of the wafer and the back

surface of the row carrier being held against the flat surface

138 of a hard stop 140.

35

40

50

60

65

Thus there have been shown and described novel pro-

cesses and apparatus that fulfill all the objects and advan-

tages sought therefor. Many changes, modifications,

variations, uses and applications of the subject invention

will however become apparent to those skilled in the art after

considering the specification and the accompanying draw-

ings. All such changes, modifications, alterations and other

uses and applications which do not depart from the spirit and

scope of the invention are deemed to be covered by the

invention, which is limited only by the claims that follow.

What is claimed is:

1. A process in the manufacture of disk drive sliders with

read and write devices from a wafer on which a plurality of

magneto-resistive read sensor blanks and write device

blanks have been formed on a first surface of the wafer in

rows, the first surface to become the back surfaces of the

sliders formed therefrom, including:

cutting the wafer perpendicular to the first surface into

rows, each row containing a plurality of slider blanks

with at least one write and read sensor blank on each

slider blank so each row has generally parallel second

and third surfaces generally perpendicular to the first

surface, with the write and read blanks facing the

second surface;

mounting the third surface of a row to a first flat surface

of a row carrier tool having an opposite second surface

generally parallel to the first flat surface for mounting

to a row bending tool;

dicing each row into separate slider blanks to relieve

residual stresses therein; and

lapping the second surfaces of the slider blanks to trim the

magneto-resistive elements of the read sensors and to

form the slider surfaces that fly over the disk of the disk

drive.

2. The process as defined in claim 1 wherein said mount-

ing of the third surface of the row to the first flat surface of

the row carrier includes:

releasably bonding the third surface of the row to the first

flat surface of the row carrier

3. The process as defined in claim 1 wherein after said

mounting of the third surface of a row to a first flat surface

of a row carrier, further including:

cutting the slider blanks generally parallel to the first

slider surface to reduce the size of the second and third

surfaces and create waste blocks.

4. The process as defined in claim 3 further including:

removing at least portions of the waste blocks from the

row carrier tool prior to said lapping of the second

surfaces of the slider blanks to trim the magneto-

resistive elements of the read sensors.

5. The process as defined in claim 3 wherein said dicing

each row into separate slider blanks to relieve residual

stresses therein includes:

cutting into the row carrier.

6. The process as defined in claim 5 wherein an electrical

lapping guide was formed on the first surface of each slider

blank of the wafer when the magneto-resistive sensors were

formed, wherein said dicing of each row carrier into slider

blanks includes:

dicing the row carriers without cutting into the electrical

lapping guides, the write device blanks, or the

magneto-resistive read sensor blanks.

7. The process as defined in claim 5 wherein said cutting

into the row carrier includes:

cutting almost completely through the row carrier to form

a flexure between adjacent sliders.
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8. The process as defined in claim 7 wherein a plurality of

flexures are formed by said cutting almost completely

through the row carrier to form a flexure between adjacent

sliders and said lapping of the second surfaces of the slider

blanks to trim magneto-resistive read sensor blanks include:

mounting the second surface of the row carrier between

flexures to individual fingers of a row bending fixture;

and

bending the row carrier at the flexures so that said lapping

can form precise magneto-resistive read sensors when
the magneto-resistive read sensor blanks are not con-

sistently formed.

9. The process as defined in claim 7 wherein the row
carrier is constructed from steel.

10. The process as defined in claim 1 wherein an electrical

10

bending the row carrier by applying lapping pressure

through the fingers so that said lapping can form

precise magneto-resistive read sensors when the

magneto-resistive read sensor blanks are not consis-

tently formed.

15. The process as defined in claim 1 wherein after said

lapping the second surfaces of the slider blanks to trim the

magneto-resistive elements of the read sensors, further

including:

cutting the slider blanks generally parallel to the first

slider surface to reduce the size of the second and third

surfaces.

16.A process in the manufacture of disk drive sliders with

lapping guide was formed on the first surface of at least
15 read and write devices from a wafer on which a plurality of

some of the slider blanks of the wafer when the magneto-

resistive sensors were formed, wherein said dicing of each

row carrier into slider blanks includes:

dicing the row carriers without cutting into the electrical

lapping guides, the write device blanks, or the

magneto-resistive read sensor blanks.

11. The process as defined in claim 10 wherein after said

mounting of the third surface of a row to a first flat surface

of a row carrier, further including:

cutting the slider blanks generally parallel to the first

slider surface to reduce the size of the second and third

surfaces and create waste blocks.

12. The process as defined in claim 11 further including:

removing at least portions of the waste blocks from the

row carrier tool prior to said lapping of the second

surfaces of the slider blanks to trim the magneto-

resistive elements of the read sensors.

13. The process as defined in claim 1 wherein said lapping

of the second surfaces of the slider blanks to trim magneto-

resistive read sensor blanks include:

mounting the second surface of the row carrier to a row
bending tool; and

bending the row carrier in up to a fourth order curve so

that said lapping can form precise magneto-resistive

read sensors when the magneto-resistive read sensor

blanks are not consistently formed.

14. The process as defined in claim 1 wherein said lapping

of the second surfaces of the slider blanks to trim magneto-

resistive read sensor blanks include:

mounting the second surface of the row carrier to indi-

vidual fingers of a row bending fixture with at least one

slider blank positioned in alignment with each finger;

and

20

30

40

magneto-resistive read sensor blanks and a plurality of write

device blanks have been formed on a first surface of the

wafer in rows, the first surface to become the back surfaces

of the sliders formed therefrom, including:

cutting the wafer perpendicular to the first surface into

rows, each row containing a plurality of slider blanks

with at least one write and read sensor blank on each

slider blank, the cutting being so each row has gener-

ally parallel second and third surfaces generally per-

pendicular to the first surface, with the write and read

blanks facing the second surface;

mounting the third surface of a row to a first flat surface

of a row carrier tool having an opposite second surface

generally parallel to the first flat surface for mounting

to a row bending tool;

lapping the second surfaces of the slider blanks to trim the

magneto-resistive elements of the read sensors and to

form the slider surfaces that fly over the disk of the disk

drive, and at some time during the fabrication of the

sliders,

dicing each row into separate slider blanks to relieve

residual stresses therein.

17. The process as defined in claim 16 wherein said

mounting of the third surface of the row to the first flat

surface of the row carrier includes:

releasably bonding the third surface of the row to the first

flat surface of the row carrier.

18. The process as defined in claim 16 wherein the row

carrier is constructed from heat conducting material.
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[57] ABSTRACT

Multilayered magnetic films of the invention compris-

ing at least two unit magnetic films each of which has a

thickness offrom 0.05 to 0.9 u.m and includes a plurality

of ferromagnetic layers each having a thickness of from
0.01 to 0.2 puna, and a 1 nm to 10 nm thick first intermedi-

ate layer consisting of a ferromagnetic, nonmagnetic or
antiferromagnetic material and provided between adja-

cent ferromagnetic layers, and a second intermediate

layer having a thickness of from 10 to 40 nm, consisting

of a nonmagnetic or antiferromagnetic material and
provided between the at least two unit magnetic films.

The multilayered magnetic film is suitable as a pole of a
thin-film magnetic head. An underlayer may be further

provided between the magnetic film and a substrate

whereby a multilayered magnetic film having good
characteristics can be obtained.
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The present invention is accomplished based on the
MULTILAYERED MAGNETIC FILMS AND following findings.

THIN-FILM MAGNETIC HEADS USING THE In known multilayered magnetic films, the individual
SAME AS A POLE layers couple ferromagnetically, so that the direction of

5 magnetization cannot be changed along the film thick-
This application is a continuation of application Ser. ness. When this type of multilayered magnetic film is

No. 788,561, filed Oct 17, 1985, now abandoned. applied to a thin-film magnetic head and patterned in

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
netizmg field at the end of the core is reduced, so that

1. Field of the Invention io the direction of magnetization in the plane is controlled.
This invention relates to magnetic films having a high On observation of the Bitter pattern at the pole, a tri-

permeabflity in a high frequency range and a low coer- angular magnetic domain as shown in FIG. 1 is formed,
rive force and more particularly, to multilayered mag- causing the pole not to be formed at the end of the
netic films which can maintain a high permeability even magnetic core. Within the inside of the triangular mag-
when processed in the form of a pole and have good 15 netic domain, the axis of easy magnetization is turned
magnetic characteristics. The invention also relates to toward the direction of the magnetic flux path of the
high performance thin-film magnetic heads using the magnetic core. Especially, when the core is energized at
multilayered magnetic films. a high frequency or a record signal is read, the response

2. Description of the Prior Art in the inside becomes slow, with the result that an effec-
For the improvement of high frequency characteris- 20 rive permeability lowers as a whole of the pole. Thus,

tics ofmagnetic films, there is known amethod in which the recording and reproducing characteristics of the
magnetic layers are deposited through a nonmagnetic head apparently lower.
intermediate layer such as Si02- As particularly de- The above phenomenon becomes more pronounced
scribed in Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. at a larger saturation flux density Bs ofa magnetic mate-
58-192311, it is known that with known multilayered 25 rial and thus presents a more serious problem,
magnetic films such as, for example, a multilayered We made extensive studies of various film structures
magnetic film in which Fe-Si layers are superposed and theoretical analyses in order to solve the above
through an intermediate layer of a nonmagnetic mate- problem. As a result, we succeeded in making multilay-
rial such as SiO^ the grain size of Fe-Si itself becomes ered films ofmagnetic materials having a high Bs value,
smaller by the superposition, so that the dispersion of 30 which has good permeability even after patterning. In
the anisotropy is suppressed, leading to an improvement order to improve magnetic characteristics of a ferro-
of magnetic characteristics of the resultant film. In this magnetic thin film after patterning, at least two unit
case, the thickness is generally in the range offrom 0.01 magnetic films in which ferromagnetic material layers
to 0.2 um for the magnetic films and in the range of are superposed through an intermediate layer, are fur-
from 1 nm to 10 nm for the intermediate layer. This is 35 ther superposed through a different intermediate laer
because when the thickness of the intermediate layer is having a thickness of 10 nm to 40 nm. The at least two
in the order of several nm, pin holes are essentially intermediate layers should preferably consist of differ-
present, so that the exchange interaction between the ent types ofmaterials including ferromagnetic, nonmag-
Fe-Si layers are induced through the pin holes and thus netic and antiferromagnetic materials. Since the unit
the respective layers couple ferromagnetically while 40 magnetic films are further superposed through the sec-
suppressing the dispersion of the anisotropy. As a con- ond intermediate layer, the permeability does not dete-
sequence, the film has good magnetic characteristics as riorate even after processing the film into a finer pat-
a whole- tern. As described in IEEE Trans., Magn., Vol. 1, Mag-
On the other hand, in order to improve the high 13, pp. 1521-1523, Ni-Fe magnetic films are superposed

frequency characteristics of the multilayered magnetic 45 through a 10 nm thick intermediate layer of Cu with
films, it is necessary to reduce an eddy current loss in similar results. In the practice of the invention, how-
the high frequency range. In Japanese Laid-open Patent ever, the intermediate layers are made of at least two
Publication No. 59-9905 (1984), an attempt was made to different types of materials, so that the effect becomes
improve the high frequency characteristics ofthe multi- more pronounced than in the prior art case,
layered film by superposing the magnetic layers 50 FIG. 2 shows the results of a comparison between a
through a thicker nonmagnetic {nsulative layer. For magnetic film having two different intermediate layers
improving the high frequency characteristics, it is stated and a magnetic film having only one intermediate layer
to be desirable that the thickness of the nonmagnetic with respect to permeability. FIG. 2 shows the relation
intermediate layer ranges from 0.05 to 1 jxm. However, between the permeability and the pattern width, in
when such multilayered film is patterned in the form of 55 which the curves A and B are, respectively, for unit
a pole for application to a thin-film magnetic head, the magnetic films which comprise a five-layered magnetic
permeability at 10 MHz lowers to about 1/10 time the film having 0.1 |tm thick 7 wt% Si-Fe layers and 3 nm
permeability of the initial film prior to the patterning. thick first intermediate layers having a thickness of 3
Thus, good head characteristics cannot be obtained. nm. The magnetic materials may be, instead of Si-Fe,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 60 * Fe~Ti
* 5°-Zr

l

or Co-ZrMo. The first intermedi-
ate layer may be made of ferromagnetic materials such

It is an object of the present invention to provide as Ni, Fe, Co and F^Oa, or antiferromagentic materials
multilayered magnetic films which overcome the above such as NiO, Mn-Fe and the like, with similar results,
prior problems and have a high permeability in a high The Fe-Si magnetic material layer should preferably
frequency range with a low coercive force. 65 have a thickness of from 0.01 to 0.2 jim, more prefera-

lt is another object of the invention to provide a blyfrom 0.04 to 0.12 pm, as shown in FIG. 3. This is

thin-film magnetic head which makes use of the above- because if the magnetic film thickness is less than 0.01
mentioned multilayered magnetic film as a pole. urn, the magnetic characteristics such as thermal stress
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tend to deteriorate. On the other hand, when the thick- the invention in comparison with a known multilayered

ness exceeds 0.2 /im, the grain size undesirably increases film;

and thus the magnetic characteristics deteriorate. The FIG. 3 is a graphical representation of the thickness

unit magnetic films are superposed through a second dependence of permeability of a multilayered magnetic

intermediate layer of Si02 having a thickness of 20 cm 5 film of the invention;

Similar results are obtained when there are used, instead FIG. 4 is a graphical representation of the depen-

of S1O2, AI2O3, Ti, Mo,W and the like. The thickness of dence ofpermeability on the thickness of a first intenne-

the first intermediate layer is in the range offrom 1 to 10 diate layer in a multilayered magnetic film acccording

run, preferably from 2 to 8 nm as will be seen from FIG. to the invention;

4. This is because when the thickness is less than 1 nm, 10 FIG. 5 is a graphical representation of the depen-

the quality of the intermediate layer is poor and the dence ofpermeability ofa multilayered magnetic film of

crystal grains grow through the pin holes, so that the invention on the thickness of a second intermediate

magnetic characteristics deteriorate. On the other hand, layer,

when the thickness exceeds 10 nm, the magnetization of FIGS. 6 and 7 are, respective, schemative views of

the respective magnetic layers is reversed, so that mag- 13 multilayered magnetic films according to the invention;

netic characteristics deteriorate. Moreover, the second
1_.

FIC*S-
8(1 md

.

b * 3 schematic sectional view of a

intermediate layer has generally a thickness of from 10 thin-film magnetic head in which a multilayered mag-

to 40 nm, preferably from 15 to 30 nm, as will be seen nctic fllm of^ invention is applied as a pole;

from FIG. 5. When the thickness is less than 10 nm, the
nGS' 9 and 10 respectively, schematic views of

interaction between the respective unit magnetic layers
20 triangular magnetic domains in cases where the thick-

is so strong that the directions of magnetization of the
nesses of a 3600116 ^mediate ^yer are 0.5 nm and 10

respective layers become the same, thus leading to dete-
nn
L?£.°yf:

respectively;

rioration of magnetic characteristics after patterning.
"a a graphical representation of the relation

As will bTseen from the above, the directions^ ^ an SxOj mtermediate layer and

invention are opposite to each other. Even though a
nia^enc head using a multilayered magnet* film of the

free pole is produced at the end of the magnetic core a
FIG. 13 is a graphical representation of the relation

free pole ofa opposite polarity exists near the core end, ^ thi^
P
of a mulSiayered flim ofthe mven-

so that an increase of magnetostatic energy is very don^ density characteristic;
small. Accordingly

,
it is urmec^ssaryito form triangular FIG. 14 is a graphical representation of the relation

magnetic domains 2 4 shown in FIG. 1. This effect is Mc]aiess GfanAl underlayer and penneabil-
more remarkable when the total of unit magnetic films

^ty .

is an even numter for the same thickness on taking the
35 ^GS. 15a and b are sectional views illustrating a

compensating effect of the free pole into consideration. multilayered magnetic film of the invention in which an
In this manner, the deterioration ofmagnetic character- underlayer is provided between a substrate and the
lsucs can be prevented as shown m FIG. 2 even when magnetic film;
the magnetic film is shaped into a magnetic core form. piG> 16 ^ a schematic sectional view of a thin-film
As will be appreciated from the foregoing, the above 40 magnetic head using the multilayered magnetic film of

effect becomes greater on a magnetic film making use of the invention as a main pole; and
a ferromagnetic material which tends to form a mag- pr.G. 17 is a graphical representation of the relation
netic domain structure by patermng and whose satura- between linear bit density and relative output in cases
tion magntic flux density is not less than 1.2 T, prefera- where an underlayer is present and absent,
bly not less than 1.5 T. This becomes more remarkable 45
when the thickness of the unit magnetic film is in the DETAILED DESCRIPTION AND PREFERRED
range of from 0.05 to 0.9 u-m, preferably 0.09 to 0.2 Jim. EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION
In view of the reproducibility and reliability, it is pre- Reference is now made to FIG. 6, which shows one
ferred to use Fe-Si or Fe-Si-Ru as the ferromagnetic embodiment of a multilayer structure of a multilayered
material, Ni-Fe alloy as the first intermediate layer, and 50 magnetic film of the invention. The multilayered mag-
SiOj or AI2O3 as the second intermediate layer. neac film includes main magnetic material layers 6a, 6b,
The multilayered films of the invention have good 6c, 6d, first intermediate layers 9a, Sb keeping ferromag-

magnetic characteristics when patterned in the form of netic coupling between the respective main magnetic
a pole. The thin-film magnetic head using the film has material layers, and a second intermediate layer 10 pro-
much better characteristics by at least two times than 55 hibting the ferromagnetic coupling between the main
thin-film heads of other constructions. Especially, when magnetic layer halves. The main magnetic materials for
the multilayered film is used as a main pole ofthe thin- the layers 6a, 6b, 6c, 6a\ which have a high saturation
film head, this head is very suitable as a head for vertical magnetic flux density, include Fe-Si alloys, Fe-Ge al-

magnetic recording since the magnetic characteristics toys, Fe-Ti alloys, Fe-N alloys, Co-Fe alloys Co-Zr
of the thin film do not deteriorate. 60 alloys, Co-Ti alloys, Co-Ta alloys and the like. From

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS %£^*J?£SSZlZ&£Z
FIG. 1 is a magnetic domain pattern of a known layers 8a Sb may be made of ferromagnetic materials

multilayered magnetic film which has been patterned in such as Ni-Fe alloys, Co and the like, non-magnetic
the form of a pole; 65 materials such as SKh, AI2O3, Al, Ti, Mo and the like,

FIG. 2 is a graphical representation of the relation and antiferromagnetic materials such as Fe-Mn alloys,

between permeability and pattern width of a multilay- Particular examples of the magnetic layer and the first

ered film, after being patterned in the form of a pole, of intermediate layer are shown in Table 1. These layers
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may be formed by sputtering, vacuum deposition or the

like techniques, When the intermediate layer is formed
of a non-magnetic material, the magnetic layer may be
oxidized on the surface thereof by introducing oxygen
into a sputtering apparatus.

TABLE 1-1

intermediate layer 18 should preferably be larger than
the first intermediate layers 8c, 8b in order to cut off the

ferromagnetic coupling between the magnetic films

formed through the second layer 18. In this sense, the
thickness is preferably in the range of from 10 to 40 nm,

(1) (2) (3)

Thickness Thickness Thickness
(jun) Material Qim) Material (jim) Material

Magnetic Layer:

11 0.05 Fe—6%Si—l%Ru 0.1 Fe—8%Si-2%Ru 0.07 Fe—7%Si—3%Ru
12 0.05 Fe—6%Si-l%Ru 0.05 Fe—8%S—2%Ru 0.1 Fe—1%Sa—3%Ru
13 0.05 Fe—«%Si—l%Ru 0.05 Fe—8%Si—2%Ru 0.07 Fe—7fcSi—3%Ra
14 0.05 Fe—$%$t-I%Ru 0.1 Fe—8%St—2%Ru 0.1 Fe—7%Si—3%Ru

Intermediate Layer

IS 0.05 N»-20%Fe 0.006 Ni-17%Fe 0.003 Co
16 0.05 Ni—20%Fe 0,004 Ni—17%Fe 0.005 Co
17 0.02 S1O2 0.03 AI2O3 0.015 S1O2

TABLE 1-2

(4)

Thickness

(*un) Materia)

(5)

Thickness

(pm) Material

(6)

Thickness

(jim) Material

Magnetic Layer:

It 0.04 Fe—89bSi—5%Ru a4 Fe—7%Si—8%Ru 0.04 Fe—5%Si—15%Ru
12 0.06 Fe—8%S^-5%Ru 0.4 Fe—7%Si—8%Ru 0.04 Fe—5%Si—I5%Rn
13 0.04 Fe—8%Si—5%Ru a5 Fe—7%S1—8%Ru 0.04 Fe—5%Si—15%Ru
14 0.06 Fe—8%Si—5%Ru 0l5 Fe—7%Si—8%Ru 0.1S Fe—5%Si—15%Ru

Intermediate Layer:

15 0.003 Ni—18.5%Fe 0.003 SKh 0.003 Fe—Mn
16 0.003 Ni—18.5%Fc 0.003 S1O2 0.003 Fe—Mn
17 ao20 Ti 0.005 Fe—Mn 0.02 S1O2

The thicknesses of the main magnetic material layers
6a, 6b, 6c, 6d should preferably be in the range of from
0.01 fan to 0.2 jim, most preferably from 0.04 to 0.12

ftm, in which a smaller grain size can be achieved. As
described before, the thickness of the first intermediate
layers 84 9b should preferably be in the range of from
1 to 10 nm, most preferably from 2 to 8 nm, in order to ^
ensure good ferromagnetic coupling of the magnetic
layers through the intermediate layer. When a nonma-
gentic film is used as the first intermediate layers 9a, Sb,

it is preferred to make a smaller thickness than in the
case using a magnetic film. The thickness of the second

most preferably from 15 to 30 nm.
When the unit magnetic film including two magnetic

films and the first intermediate layer 9a or 9b formed
between the magnetic films, is too thick, an adverse
influence of the demagnetizing field appears. To avoid
this, the thickness is preferably in the range of from 0.05
to 0.9 /tm, most preferably from 0.09 to 0.2 jtrn.

The number of the unit magnetic films is preferred to
be even as shown in FIG. 6. However, an odd number
of the unit magnetic film may be used as in FIG. 7.

In Table ;b % there are shown further examples of the
magnetic layer and the intermediate layer.

TABLE 2-1

0) (2) (3)

Thickness Thickness Thickness
0*m) Material (Mm) Material Qim) Material

Maflneric Layer
21 0.05 Fe—6%Si—l%Ru 0.1 Fe—S%Si—2%Ru 0.07 Fe—7%St—3%Ru

'

22 0.05 Fe—69&Si—l%Ru 0.05 Fe—8%Si-2%Ru 0.07 Fe—7%Si—3%Ru
23 0.05 Fc—6%Si—l%Ru 0.05 Fe—«%Sh-2%Ru 0.1 Fe—7%St-3%Ru
24 0.05 Fe—6&S1—l%Ru 005 Fe—8%Si-2%Rii 0.07 Fe-7%Si—3%Ru
25 0.05 Fe—6%Si-l%Ru 0.1 Fe—8%Si—2%Ru 0,1 Fe—7%Si—3%Ru

Intermediate Layer:

26 0.005 Ni—20%Fc 0.003 Ni—17%Fe 0.003 Co
27 0.03 StOi 0.003 Fe—Mn om SiC>2
28 0.03 SlOi 0.02 Fe—Mn 0.015 S1O2
29 0.005 Ni—20%Fe 0.005 Ni—17%Fe 0X03 Co

TABLE 2-2

.<*> (5) (6)
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Gun) Materia] Qim) Material (jim)

Magnetic Layer
0.04 Fe—8%Si—5%Ru . 0.08 Fe—7%Si—8%Ru 0.04
0.06 Fe—8%Si—5%Ru " 0.05 Fe—7%Si—8%Ru 0.05
0.04

. Fe—8%Si—5%Ru 0.07 Fe—7%Si—8%Ru 0.05

Material

21

22

23

Fe—5%Si—15%Ru
Fe—5%Si—15%Rq
Fe—5%Si—15%Ru
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TABLE 2-2-continued

09 (3)

Thickness Thickness Thickness

Oun) Material (fun) Material Oun) Material

24 0.06 Fe—3%Si—5%Ru 0.07 Fe—7%St—8%Ru 0.05 Fe—5%Si—!59feRu

25 0.08 Fe—8%Si—5%Ru 0.05 Fe—7%Si-a%Rtt 0.15 Fe—5%Si—15%Ru
Intermediate Layer:

26 0.005 Ni—18.5%Fe 0.003 SiOi 0.002 Fc—Mn
27 0,03 Mo 0.03 Fe—Mo 0.02 AI2O3
28 ao4 Mo 0j02 Fe—Mn 0.03 AI2O3
29 aoo3 Ni—l8.5%Fe 0.003 SiO: 0.002 Fe—Mn

Embodiments of thin-film magnetic heads which are

fabricated by the use of the multilayered magnetic films

according to the invention, ae described in detail

Multilayered magnetic films of such a structure a IS

shown in FIG. 6 are fabricated in which the main mate-
rial having a high saturation magnetic flux density used

is a Fe-6.5 wt%Si-l wt%Ru alloy. The first intermedi-

ate layer for ferromagnetically coupling the alloy layers

consists of Ni-20 wt%Fe, and Si02 is used as a second 20

nonmagnetic layer for cutting off the ferromagnetic

coupling between the ferromagnetic layers. The Fe-6.5

wt%Si-l wt%Ru alloy layers are set to have a constant

thickness of 0.05 /uh and the Ni-20 wt%Fe alloy layers

have a constant thickness of 5 nm. However, the thick- 25

ness of the SiQi layer is changed as 0, 5, 10, 50, 90, 100

and 150 nm. These multilayered magnetic films are used

to make a thin-film magnetic head of the type shown in

FIG. 8. In the figure, the magnetic head includes a

nonmagnetic substrate 12 such as of AI2O5, TiC, AI2O3 30

or Z1O3, a multilayered magnetic film 14 of the inven-

tion, a gap layer 16 consisting ofAI2O3, SiOi or the like,

a coil 18 ofCu, Al or the like, an insulative layer 20 such
as ofa polyimide resin or S1O2. and a magnetic layer 22
such as of CoZr, Ni-Fe or the like. The layers using 35

Fe-Si-Ru alloys, Ni-Fe alloys and S1O2 are formed by
high frequency sputtering.

When the second intermediate SiCh layer of the mul-
tilayered magnetic film 14 has a rhirlrrw^ of 0.5 nm, it

gives little effect as the intermediate layer. In fact, the 40
permeability, at 10 MHz, of the magnetic film after

patterning is as low as approximately 200. Upon obser-

vation of the magnetic domain structure, it is found that

a very large triangular magnetic domain 24 is formed as

particularly shown in FIG. 9. On the other hand, when 45

the thickness ofthe second Si02 intermediate layer is 10
nm or over, the effect ofSiCh develops and the permea-
bility is as high as 1000 to 1500. The magnetic domain
structure is observed as shown in FIG. 10, in which a
triangular magnetic domain is not substantially formed. SO

If the thickness ofthe second intermediate layer is too
large, the magnetic characteristics of the initial film

deteriorate with a reduction of permeability after pat-

terning.

The relative output of the magentic head according 55

to the invention is shown in FIG. 11. For this purpose,
there is used a two-layered medium having a Co-Cr
vertical magnetic layer which has a saturation magneti-
zation, Ms, of 3000 emu/cc, a coercive force, Hcl, of
5000 e and a thickness, tm, of 0.2 um and is formed on 60
a 0.7 u.m thick Co-Zr-Mo soft magnetic layer. From the
figure, it will be seen that when the second intermediate
layer has a thickness between 10 nm and 40 nm, good
characteristics are obtained.

FIG. 12 shows another embodiment of a thin-film 63

magnetic head using the multilayered magnetic film of
the invention. The magnetic head comprises a ferro-

magnetic substrate 26, a main pole 28 using the multilay-

ered magnetic film shown in FIG. 7, a gap layer 30a
made ofSiO* AI2O3 or the like, an insulative layer 30&
and a conductive coil 32 made of Al, Cu o the like. In

FIG. 13, there is shown a bit density characteristic in

relation to the thickness of the multilayered magnetic
film in which the thickness used is 0.02, 0.035, 0.05, 0.1,

0.3, 0.6, 1, 2, 5, and 10 fun. In this case, a two-layered

medium, which has a 0.9 urn thick CoZrMo underlayer

of a high permeability and a Co-Cr layer having Ms of
800 emu/cc, Hcl of 700 Oe and tm of 3 ftm, is used. The
results of the figure reveal that in order to increase the
bit density characteristic the total thickness is generally

in the range offrom 0,035 to 1 fun, preferably from 0.05

to 0.5 u.m and most preferably from 0.1 to 0.4 /im. In

order to prevent the magnetic saturation of the main
pole, the saturation magnetic flux density should prefer*

ably be not less than 1.2 T and most preferably not less

than 1.5 T. The multilayered magnetic film has a perme-
ability of about 1500 at 10 MHz even after patterning

into the main pole. Thus, the multilayered magnetic film

can provide a thin-film magnetic head which has a very
high reproduction sensitivity.

Thus, the multilayered magnetic film, which has such
a high permeability in a high frequency range after

shaping into a pole, is effectively used as a core for a

thin-film magnetic head and can remarkably improve
the head performance.

The above embodiments involves the first and second
intermediate layers which are of different types. If dif-

ferent types of intermediate layers are used, different

types of targets are essentially required for the forma-

tion of the film by sputtering. In this sense, if both types

of intermediate layers are made of the same type of
nonmagnetic material or antiferromagnetic material, the

formation of the film by sputtering becomes easy.

Further embodiments of the present invention are

described.

The thin-film magnetic head, shown in FIG. 12 is a
so-called vertical magnetic recording head, which is

adapted for use in vertical magnetic recording systems.

In the system, a magnetic medium having an axis ofeasy
magnetization perpendicular to the magnetic recording
medium surface is magnetically recorded in vertical

directions. In this type of thin-film magnetic head, the

bit density is determined depending on the thickness, T,
of a soft magnetic thin film of high permeability used as

the main pole 28 in FIG. 12. If the thickness, T, of the

main pole decreases, the magnetic field for recording
increases sharply, making it more difficult to cause

recording demagnetization. As a result, a magnetic bit

density increases. For instance, when a magnetic bit

density is 100 kBPI, the thickness, T, of the main pole 28

should be below 0.3 fim. However, a smaller thickness,

T, of the main pole results in an increase of coercive

force He (Oe) of the magnetic thin film and a decrease
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of permeability, thus causing the magnetic character- The underlayer used in this embodiment is made of at

istics to deteriorate. This presents the problem that the least one metal selected from the group consisting Co,
magnetic recording and reproducing sensitivity of the Ni, Fe, Al, Ti, Mo, Cr, V, W and Cu, or an alloy com-
thin-film magnetic head abruptly decreases. One of prising at least one metal. The thickness of the under*
methods for preventing the deterioration of the soft 5 layer is preferably in the range of from 2 to 20 nm and
magnetic characteritics involved by the thin-film for- most preferably from 3 to 10 nm. This is because with a
mation is described in Japanese Laid-open Patent Publi- thickness less than 2 nm, the density of the atom clusters

cation No. 58-153223 (1983). In this method, the degen- becomes small with a reduced number of nuclei so that
erated layer produced at the initial state of the soft the columnar grains of the soft magnetic thin film have
magnetic thin film formation is removed to prevent the 10 unfavorably a large size. On the other hand, when the
deterioration. Accordingly, the method is applicable thickness exceeds 20 nm, the underlayer makes an ordi-
only to fabrication of a thin-film magnetic head of a nary metal or alloy surface, so that the atom clusters
specific construction. In addition, the thin-film forma- serving as the nuclei are undesirably reduced in number,
tion process is complicated with a number of steps. The soft magnetic layer which may be a single, layer
We have made studies as to why coercive force, He 15 or a multilayer is made of at least one alloy which is

(Oe), increases and permeability, jt, decreases as the selected from Fe-Si-Ru alloys, Ni-Fe alloys, Fe-Ge
thickness of a high permeability, soft magnetic thin film alloys, Fe-Ti alloys and Co-Fe alloys,
decreases. As a result, it was found that this had close The thin-film magnetic head for magnetic recording
relation with a surface roughness of a substrate on according to this embodiment makes use of the soft
which a soft magnetic thin film was formed, foreign 20 magnetic thin film of the type described above as a pole,
matters such as dust, and thermal strain caused between When the soft magnetic film is used as the main pole of
the substrate and the thin film. In case where a thin film the magnetic head, high output and high linear bit den-
of Fe-Si or Ni-Fe alloy was formed by vacuum deposi- gfty can ^ attained.
tion, sputtering, electrodeposition or the like, soft mag- This is particularly described by way of examples,
netic materials having a columnar structure had the 25

tendency that as the thickness of the soft magnetic thin EXAMPLE 1

film decreased, the size ofcohmmar grains in the thin Various magnetic metals, nonmagentic metals and
film increased relative to the thickness. As a result, the non-metallic materials were each used to form a 3 nm
dispersjon of m-plane amsotropy of the soft magnetic tmck underiayer on a 7059 glass substrate by ir^ans ofa
thin film increased, so that coercive force. He increased 30^ freqUency sputtering apparatus under conditions
and penneabihty,u, decreased- Thus, m order to tm- ofanM pressure Gf 2.7 Pa., a substrate temperature of
prove the magnetic characteristic of soft magnetic thin 400« C and a making power supply of 175 W. Subse-

C
?
lum

f^ quentiy, the above procedure waTrepeated except that
he ton film be as small as possible in relation to the the power supply was increased up to 500W and Fe-6.3

,S5
ness

\ .
, f - - A . - A ^ wt%Si-l wt%Ru alloy was used, thereby forming a 0.2

*?£
f0nT01

J

°f a^.^f thick soft magnetic thin film on each underlayer.

^S^f1^ f 31 *2 ^ coercive forcVHc (Oe) and permeability a- at 10

T^^lf^ff^r °f
n^Umnar *?" W ^ of the resultant soft magnetic thin ffcns using

^^^T^J^^I^L& C°1Umnar
*T' ^ various types of underlayers arf>hown in Table 3 be

ture of the tmn film, atoms flying from an evaporation 40
jow

source deposit on a nucleus formed by aggregation of
atoms on a subtrate. Accordingly, if a larger number of TABLE 3

nuclei are formed, a larger number of columnar grains Underlayer Coercive Force He (Oe) Permeability Qi)

per unit area of the thin film are produced, which in J !

!

jJJJ

'

turn results in a smaller size of columnar grains* This 45 Magnetic Metal:

principle is utilized in this embodiment. NiFe 1.2 1600

When an underlayer is formed on a substrate in a Co u isoo

thickness of several nanometers by subjecting metal or
alloy to vacuum deposition or sputtering, the atoms are °

Nonmagnetic Metal-
clustered and form a nucleus at the initial stage of forr 50 ai u 1500
mation of a soft magnetic thin film. At higher tempera- Ti 1.3 1400

tures of the substrate at which a thin film of a metal or Mo 1.3 1400

alloy in a thickness of several nanometers is formed on °/ *-7
|"g

the subtrate, the atom clusters are more likely to aggrea- w 1,4 1300
gate separately, making it difficult to form a continuous 55 Cu u 1300

structure. This results in an increasing number of inde- Nonmetal:

pendent nuclei and thus, a columnar grain size of the SiCh 6 400

soft magnetic thin film formed on the nuclei becomes Ml°*
I ; 2£

very small.

The soft magnetic thin film according to this embodi- 60 As will be seen from the above table, irrespective of
ment has a small columnar grain size and good soft the types of underlayer material including magnetic
magnetic characteristics. This film can be readily ob- metals such as Ni-Fe alloy, Co, Ni and Fc and nonmag-
tained by forming, at a high substrate temperature, an netic metals such as Al, Ti, Mo, Cr, V, W and Cu, the
underlayer of a given metal or alloy having a thickness effect ofthe underlayers on the soft magnetic character-
of several nanometers so that a great number of nuclei 65 istics is remarkable. As compared with the cases where
are formed at the initial stage of formation of the soft no underlayer is used or nonmetals such as SiCh and
magnetic thin film, and then superposing the soft mag- AI2O3 are used, the coercive force He (Oe) is reduced to
netic thin film on the underlayer. about one half and the permeability ji increases by
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about two times or greater. Thus, the soft magnetic thin

films using the metallic underlayers have good mag-

netic characteristics. Especially, when Ni-Fe alloy, Co,

Ni, Al, Ti and Mo are used as the underlayer, the mag-
netic characteristics are much more improved. The soft

magnetic characteristic of the magnetic thin films using

the nonmetal unerlayers are poorer than those charac-

teristics ofthe magnetic thin film free ofany underlayer.

EXAMPLE 2

The procedure of Example 1 was repeated using an

Al underlayer and a 0.2 fim thick soft magnetic thin film

of Fe-6.3 wt%Si-l wt%Ru while changing the thick-

ness of the underlayer. The resultant films were sub-

jected to measurement of the relation between the 15

thickness of the underlayer and the permeability u-. The
results are shown in FIG. 14. As will be seen from the

figure, the thickness of the underlayer is preferably

from 2 to 20 nm and most preferably from 3 to 10 nm.
This tendency was also confirmed when the metals and 20

alloys other than Al were used. Within the thickness

range of from 2 to 20 nm, the atoms forming the under-

layer was in the form of clusters. At higher substrate

temperatures, the clusters were formed as separated, not

continuously, in greater numbers. It is considered that 25

these clusters form nuclei at the initial stage of forma-

tion of the soft magnetic film, making a small size of

columnar grains in the thin film.

EXAMPLE 3
30

A multilayered soft magnetic thin film having a sec-

tional structure shown in FIG. 15(a), which has an
Ni-Fe alloy underlayer 34, Fe-6.3 wt%Si-l wt%Ru
alloy thin layers 36 and Ni-Fe alloy thin film intermedi-

ate layers 38 formed on a substrate 40, was made under 35

conditions as used in Example 1. Likewise, a multilay-

ered soft magnetic thin film having a sectional structure

shown in FIG. 15(6), which has an Al underlayer 42,

Fe-6.3 wt%SM wt%Ru alloy thin layers 44 and Ni-Fe
alloy thin film intermediate layers 46 formed on a sub- 40

trate 48, was made. The thickness ofthe Fe-6.3 wt%Si-l
wt% alloy thin films 36 and 44 was 0.05 jim, the thick-

ness of the intermediate layers 38 and 46 was 3 nm, and
the thickness of the underlayers 34, 42 was 3 nm. The
total thickness of the multilayered soft magnetic thin 45

film was 0.2 jim.

In this example, the underlayers were effective and
had a coercive force He (Oe) smaller by one half and a
permeability u higher by about two times that the case

where no underlayer was used. Similar results were 50

obtained when using Ti, Mo, Co, Ni and Fe as the un-

derlayer.

The effect ofthe underlayer was shown not only with
the case where an Fe-Si-Ru alloy single film having the

columnar structure or a multilayered soft magnetic thin 55

film having a superposed structure of Fe-Si-Ru and
Ni-Fe alloys, but also with Fe-Ge, Fe-Ti and Co-Fe
alloys having the columnar structure. The effect be-

3 nm Ni-Fe alloy underlayer, Fe-6.3 wt%Si-l wt%Ru
alloy thin layers and Ni-Fe alloy intermediate layers.

This thin-film magnetic head was comprised of a non-

magnetic substrate 52 made of AI2O5, TiC, AI2O3 or

ZrOs, the main pole 50 of the multilayered thin film

construction, a gap layer 54 made of AI2O3, Si02 or the

like, a conductive coil 56 made of Cu, Al or the like, an

insulative laer made of polyamide resin or SiCh, and an

auxiliary pole 60 made of Co-Zr-W, Co-Zr, Ni-Fe or

the like. The thin-film magnetic head as shown in FIG.
16 and a thin-film magnetic head whose main pole was
free of any underlayer were made and compared with

each other with respect to linear bit density characteris-

tic. The results are shown in FIG. 17. As will be appar-

ent from the figure, when a 3 nm thick Ni-Fe thin film

was formed as the underlayer (curve C), the relative

output and linear bit density were higher by about 1.5

times and about 1.2 times than those characteristics of

the case using no underlayer (curve D), respectively.

The results of Examples 1 through 4 reveal that soft

magnetic thin films which do not involve an increase of

coercive force He (Oe) and only a slight degree of

reduction ofpermeability when the thickness decreases,

can be obtained and that thin-film magnetic heads for

vertical magnetic recording using the thin films can
provide high output and high linear bit density. Thus,

these films and heads can have very high industrial

merits.

What is claimed is:

1. In a thin-film magnetic head comprising a nonmag-
netic substrate having a major surface over which a

mam pole, a coil and a magnetic layer are formed, at

least a portion of said main pole and said magnetic layer

being separated by at least a gap layer, and said coil

being located between and insulated from said main
pole and said magnetic layer, the improvement charac-

terized in that said main pole consists of a multilayered

magnetic film which comprises at least two unit mag-
netic films provided substantially parallel to said major
surface of said substrate, each of said at least two unit

magnetic films having a thickness of from 0.05 to 0.9 ptm

and comprising a plurality of ferromagnetic layers each

having a thickness of from 0.01 to 0.2 |un and at least

one first intermediate layer made of a ferromagnetic,

nonmagentic or antiferromagnetic material having a

thickness of from 1 to 10 nm provided between selected

ones of said plurality of ferromagnetic layers, and at

least one second intermediate layer made of a 10 to 40

nm thick nonmagnetic or antiferromagnetic material

provided between the at least two unit magnetic films,

wherein said plurality of ferromagnetic layers, said at

least one first intermediate layer and said at least one
second intermediate layer are provided substantially

parallel to said major surface of said substrate.

2. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1,

wherein each ofsaid at least two unit magnetic films has

a thickness of from 0.09 to 0.2 pm.
3. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1,

wherein each of said plurality of ferromagnetic layerscame more pronounced in Fe-Si-Ru alloys. In addition,

the effect of the underlayer was remarkable when the 60 has a thickness of 0.04 to 0.12 urn.

4. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1,

wherein said at least one first intermediate layer has a

thickness ofthe soft magnetic thin film was below 1 \im.

EXAMPLE 4

A thin-film head for vertical magnetic recording

having a sectional construction shown in FIG. 16 was 65

made according to a known thin-film formation tech-

nique, in which there was used, as a main pole 50, a 0.2

u.m thick multilayered soft magnetic thin film having a

thickness of from 2 to 8 nm.
5. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1,

wherein said at least one second intermediate layer has

a thickness of from 15 to 30 nm.
6. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1,

wherein said ferromagnetic layers are made of a mate-
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rial selected from the group consisting of an Fe-Si alloy . said substrate, a first pole made of a soft magnetic thin

and an Fe-Si-Ru alloy. film formed on and parallel to said underlayer, a coil

7. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1, and a second pole, at least a portion of said first and
wherein said at least one first intermediate layer is made second poles being separated by a gap layer, said coil

of a Ni-Fe alloy. 5 being located between and insulated from said first and
8. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1, second poles, and said underlayer being made of a metal

wherein said at least one second intermediate layer is or alloy and having a thicfogg? of from 2 to 20 run.

made ofa material selected from the group consisting of 14. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 13,

S1O2 and AI2O3. wherein said soft magnetic thin film has a multilayer
9. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 1, 10 structure.

wherein an underlayer made of a metal or alloy is pro- 15. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 13,

vided on and parallel to said major surface of said sub- wherein said first pole is a main pole of a thin-film mag-
strate and said main pole, said coil and said magnetic netic head for vertical magnetic recording,
layer are formed on said underlayer. 16. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 13

10. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 9, 15 or 15, wherein the underlayer is made of a metal se-

wherein said underlayer has a thickness of from 2 to 20 lected from the group consisting of Co, Ni, Fe, Al, Ti,
nm. Mo, Or, V, W, Cu and mixtures thereof and alloys com-

11. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 9, . prising at least one metal defined above.
wherein said underlayer has a thickness of from 3 to 10 17. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 13
tun* 20 or 15, wherein said soft magnetic thin film is made of at

12. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 9, least one alloy having a columnar structure and selected
wherein said underlayer is made of at least one metal from the group consisting of Fe-Si-Ru alloys, Ni-Fe
selected from the group consisting of Co, Ni, Fe, Al, TL, alloys, Fe-Ge alloys, Fe-Ti alloys and Co-Fe alloys.

Mo, Cr, V, W and Cu. 18. A thin-film magnetic head according to claim 13
13. A thin-film magnetic head for magnetic recording 25 or 15, wherein said underlayer has a thickness of from 3

comprising a substrate having a major surface, an un- to 10 run.

derlayer formed on and parallel to said major surface of *****
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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To narrow the track and gap in magnetic head for home-use VTR, by
forming a resist pattern with glass sputtering film for defining gap length of

ferrite head.

CONSTITUTION: A gap end face 2 of one ferrite block 1 is planished to

mirror- finish, and the degenerated layer is removed by electroetching. A
glass sputtering film 3 having a thickness corresponding to the specified gap
length is deposited on the face 2, and a pattern 4 is formed. At this time,

width T of the film 3 is controlled at t+2a (t: required track width; a:

required etching amount). The block 1 is electroetched, using the film 3 as
the resist, and the front butt end is constructed into a comb form having width

of (t). This comb-like ferrite block 5 and another ferrite block 7 having a

winding window 6 are joined end to end, and molded and bonded together with

glass 8. Then, the head core 9 is cut and separated along the dot-dash line.

COPYRIGHT: (C)1979,JPO&Japio

KWIC

Abstract Text - FPAR (2):

CONSTITUTION: A gap end face 2 of one ferrite block 1 is planished to

mirror- finish, and the degenerated layer is removed by electroetching. A
glass sputtering film 3 having a thickness corresponding to the specified gap
length is deposited on the face 2, and a pattern 4 is formed. At this time,

width T of the film 3 is controlled at t+2a (t: required track width; a:

required etching amount). The block 1 is electroetched, using the film 3 as

the resist, and the front butt end is constructed into a comb form having width

of (t). This comb-like ferrite block 5 and another ferrite block 7 having a

winding window 6 are joined end to end, and molded and bonded together with
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glass 8. Then, the head core 9 is cut and separated along the dot-dash line.
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